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Abstract. Despite the superior performance of large language mod-
els to generate natural language texts, it is hard to generate texts with
correct logic according to a given task, due to the difficulties for neu-
ral models to capture strict logic from free-form texts. In this paper,
we propose a novel graph-based language model, Logical-GLM,
to extract strict logic from free-form texts and then infuse into lan-
guage models. Specifically, we first capture information from natural
language instructions and construct logical probability graphs that
generally describe domains. Next, we generate logical skeletons to
guide language model training, infusing domain knowledge into lan-
guage models. At last, we alternately optimize the searching policy
of graphs and language models until convergence. The experimen-
tal results show that Logical-GLM is both effective and efficient
compared with traditional language models, despite using smaller-
scale training data and fewer parameters. Our approach can generate
instructional texts with more correct logic owing to the internalized
domain knowledge. Moreover, the search of logical graphs reflects
the inner mechanism of the language models, which improves the
interpretability of black-box models.

1 Introduction

Instruction generation aims to generate a course of actions to com-
plete the given task. It is an open issue which requires both so-
phisticated and knowledge-intensive reasoning abilities of models
[1, 2]. Inspired by the reasoning capabilities of large language mod-
els (LLMs), works have been committed to investigate how LLMs
guide the instruction generation in specific domains [3, 4]. However,
the LLMs can internalize only the general world knowledge rather
than domain-specific logic, which is required for instruction gener-
ation. As mentioned by Valmeekam et al. [5], even in a seemingly
simple environment like BlocksWorld, LLMs are quite ineffective in
generating reasonable instructions.

An interesting instance is utilizing LLMs to generate instructional
texts to guide robots in cooking [6]. In detail, an example generated
recipe for task "frog legs with lemon and thyme" is: In a pan* Gen-
tly melt the lemon; Add the oil; A little salt and a pinch of sugar;
Bring to the boil and then cover and cook over a medium heat for 25
minutes; Stirring occasionally; Until the frogs are soft; Remove from
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the heat; Leave to cool slightly and stir in the remaining lemon juice;
Place the loaf of bread on a work surface sprinkled with flour; Sprin-
kle with a little flour and quickly knead together to make a smooth;

The above example shows that the generated recipe contains many
actions whose preconditions are not satisfied, which hinders robots
from completing the action sequence in the real world. For instance,
a robot can execute "In a pan* Gently melt the lemon" only if "puts
lemon into the pan" has been carried out. Next, the above example
generates incomplete instructions, e.g., lacking corresponding opera-
tion objects. For example, the second sentence, "Add the oil" should
be completed as "Add the oil into the pan". Furthermore, the gen-
erated actions gradually deviate from the given task. In the above
example, all of the actions from the ninth sentence to the end seem
to be relevant to "bake a cake" rather than the given task.

To augment the reasoning abilities of LLMs for generating rea-
sonable instructions, works have been proposed to leverage plan-
ning thought to ensure strict logic. Wei et al. [7] generate a chain of
thought (CoT) to improve the ability of LLMs to perform complex
reasoning. Similarly, Yao et al. [8] leverage tree of thought (ToT) to
perform deliberate decision making by considering multiple different
reasoning paths and self-evaluating choices to decide the next course
of action, simultaneously looking ahead or backtracking when neces-
sary to make global choices. Both CoT and ToT transfer the planning
thought into LLM generation to ensure the strict logic. The strict
logic require the support of knowledge. Though LLMs internalize
general world knowledge and behave well on a range of common-
sense tasks, they behave poorly on domain-specific tasks, which re-
quire domain knowledge. Reality applications, e.g. industrial envi-
ronment, require specific domain knowledge, which may not be in-
cluded in the training common-sense dataset. Inspired by this, we are
curious if it is possible to import domain knowledge for supporting
AI Planning in domain-specific generation. By doing this, we aim to
answer the question: how domain knowledge can be better mixed
with LLM knowledge for supporting AI Planning.

Indeed, there have been attempts to infuse domain knowledge
into LLMs [9, 10, 11]. For example, Wang et al. [10] pro-
pose a novel approach named Hierarchical Concept-Driven Lan-
guage Model (HCDML) to infuse knowledge into language mod-
els. HCDML learns a Hierarchical Language Model for implement-
ing planning thought and a Recurrent Conceptualization-enhanced
Gamma Belief Network for internalizing domain logic. However, the
internalized logic is not strict since the training data can contain re-
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dundant or even wrong texts and hinder HCDML from supporting
planning thought when generating texts. This indicates extracting
strict logic from texts is difficult. To do this, we represent domain
knowledge in the form of symbolic logic, namely PDDL (Planning
Domain Description Language) [12]. Then, we construct a logical
graph to internalize the strict logic of extracted structural expres-
sions.

The core steps of our Logical-GLM are as follows. Firstly, we
convert natural language instructions into action sequences in the
form of PDDL, so as to eliminate redundant and incorrect informa-
tion. Actions in classical planning consist of preconditions and ef-
fects, where the interlaced predicates form complex logical relations
in the domain. Therefore, we consider that the sequential order of
actions implies the domain logic, which potentially reflects logical
constraints and updating between actions. Thus, we then filter and
leverage converted instructions to extract action pairs with higher
frequency than the threshold we set and construct logical probability
graphs using structuralized action pairs. Meanwhile, we train lan-
guage models using converted instructional texts. Finally, the logical
graph and language model guide each other to make final decisions.
Specifically, in the search process, the probability graph generates
logical skeletons towards the target task node under the guidance of
LMs. The target-oriented search can ensure the actions always re-
lated to the task. And the precedence order of action nodes ensure
the preconditions of actions can be satisfied.

A: Find computer B: Turn to computer

C: Walk to computer D: Look at computer

Task: Use computer

Figure 1. Sample action generated by our Logical-GLM and execution
in VirtualHome

2 Problem Definition
Let Tx denote the task for completion, where executable and cor-
rect instructional texts are expected to be generated (i.e., Figure 1).
The label texts and generated texts are denoted by T̂y and Ty , re-
spectively. In this way, our training data can be defined as a series of
tuples Φ, where each tuple consists of ⟨Tx, T̂y⟩, where Tx and T̂y de-
note the task and corresponding label instruction texts. Given a task
that does not exist in training data as input, the goal of the proposed
model is to generate simpler and more logical instructional texts with
a smaller amount of parameters compared to large language models.

Specifically, the generated instructional texts should be executable
and correct to ensure the completion of the given task. We will dis-
cuss the detailed evaluation metrics in the experimental section.

3 Logical Graph-based Language Model
When generating instructional texts by large language models, there
are several major challenges: (1) The forms of texts are variant and
different texts may express the same domain logic. (2) Texts contain
some redundant information, which influences logic extraction. (3)
The amount of actions and objects is large, which adds difficulties to
logic extraction. (4) Gradient explosion can happen for fine-tuning
large-scale language models. To tackle these challenges, we propose
our Logical-GLM which includes:

1. A logical graph that learns core logic from action traces of
each task in a specific domain;

2. A language generation model that both learns logic from the
constructed logical graph and generalizes well to unseen tasks;

3. An EM-style framework where logical graphs and language
models guide each other to internalize domain logic.

The overall algorithm is presented in Figure 2. Our model is com-
posed of following major components: Logical Graph Construction
Preparation (blue part), Logical Porbability Graph Search (gray part);
Language Model Training and Logical Graph Optimization (green
part).
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Figure 2. An overview of the proposed Logical-GLM

3.1 Domain-specific logical graph construction
preparations

To construct logical graph, we design a preprocessing module, which
refines sophisticated logical relations in natural language instructions
(upper left part of Figure 2). In detail, the logical relation between
action A and action B means that action B can only be executed when
action A has been committed.

If we directly adopt natural language instructions to mine rules,
redundant and incorrect information may affect relation extraction.
Therefore, for extracting refined logical relations, we first use se-
mantic parser spaCy3 to extract the core verbs and objects in the do-
main. Then, we leverage pre-trained RoBERTa model to calculate the
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semantic vectors of extracted objects and tasks [13]. After that, we
use K-means to cluster extracted objects and tasks according to the
the semantic vectors. An object detector then substitutes objects with
clustered object class. Since policy selection considers multiple pre-
viously executed actions in reinforcement learning, we then analyze
relations between previous k(k ∈ Z, k ≥ 1) actions with current
action for extracting logical relations. The frequency of action pair
within k time steps is calculated and compared with the threshold
ϵ(ϵ ∈ R, 0 ≤ ϵ ≤ 1). The threshold ϵ depends on the specific action
(Equation 1). For each action, we calculate the frequency mean of
previous actions plus the unbiased estimation of frequency variance
within k time steps. The action pairs with higher frequency than ϵ
are retained. In this way, we finally acquire refined logical rules for
constructing logical graphs.

ϵ = p̄+

∑t
i=1 (pi − p̄)2

t− 1
, t ∈ Z, p ∈ R (1)

where t is the number of previous adjacent actions of the current
action. pi denotes the frequency of each previous action and p̄ is the
average frequency of all previous actions.

3.2 Logical probability graph construction

After acquiring refined logical rules, we then construct a logical
probability graph to indicate the logical relations implied in the text.
However, the natural language logical rules may contain much redun-
dant information, so we first structuralize refined logical rules using
syntax from AI planning [14, 15, 16]. Consistent with Planning Do-
main Definition Language (PDDL), we define the lifted action node
as action(?x−type) to reserve core verbs and objects, where action
denotes core verb and ?x − type denotes the object type without
instantiation [12]. The lifted action node can be visited and then
grounded into action(instance). For example, grab(?x − fruit)
can be grounded as specific grab(apple). Following the same source
node, we add lifted action nodes and task type node of each action
sequence in order. If the path from source node to the current node
exists, we just add next node following the current node. In this way,
we internalize the domain logic into the graph skeleton. Motivated by
the wide use of bayes networks, we endow each edge with transition
probability to learn causal relationships [17]. In detail, we represent
the transition probability using the corresponding frequency of action
pair in training data. In this sense, we construct a logical probability
graph which contains refined domain logic.

3.3 Logical graph search and heuristic value
computation

The language model has better generalization abilities than tradi-
tional planning [18]. However, even large language models only
work on simple reasoning tasks and fail to solve sophisticated rea-
soning problems [5].

Therefore, we design a logical probability graph search module,
which generates instructional skeletons under the guidance of both
logical probability graphs and language models. To guide the search
across the constructed logical graph, we design a heuristic value cal-
culation module. The total heuristic value is calculated based on four
factors:

H = − hdis(.)− ω1hlen(.) + ω2hbayes(.) + ω3hlm(.) (2)

where H stands for the total heuristic value. hdis, hlen, hbayes and
hlm stand for distance, expected program length, bayes, and lan-
guage model heuristic values. We define the program length as the
number of sentences in instructional texts. ω1, ω2 and ω3 are positive
hyper-parameters. The detailed heuristic value calculation is formu-
lated as follows and the candidate node with the highest heuristics
can be selected :

hdis(yn, x) =

{
0, if path_exist(yn, x)
∞, otherwise

(3)

where hdis implies whether the current node can reach the target
task type node. yn denotes action type node at current step and
x the target task type node, respectively. path_exist(yn, x) denotes
whether exists one path from the current node to the target task type
node. If there exists no path between yn and x in the logical graph,
this means the current action node is probably irrelevant to the task.
When searching the graph, we give priority to nodes which can reach
the target task node.

hlen

(
y[1:n], x, l̂

)
=

min(|avg_len(yn, x) + n− 1− l̂|, l̂)
l̂

(4)

where y[1:n] denotes the previously n − 1 selected action type
nodes concatenated a current candidate action type node. yn denotes
the current candidate node. l̂ stands for the expected number of in-
structional sentences. avg_len(.) calculates the average length of all
paths from the current candidate node to the target node. We use cur-
rent steps plus avg_len(.) as the estimated length of our generated
action sequence. Then, we calculate the difference between our es-
timated length and the expected length. The shorter the difference
between our estimated instructional length and the ideal length, the
larger the value of−ω1hlen(.). In this way, the length of our instruc-
tions can be adjusted according to the expected length.

hbayes
(
yi | y[1 : n− 1], x

)
=

P (yi → x)∑
yj∈ sons (yn−1) P (yj → x)

(5)

where→ stands for the probability sum of all possible paths from the
visited path to the target node. sons denote the action nodes which
can be visited from the last action node. Based on the already visited
action nodes and target type nodes, we calculate the score of one
action node among all candidates.

hlm(yn|x, y[1:n−1]) = max
yn∈grd(yn)

P (yn|x
tar, y[1:n−1]) (6)

where yn stands for all possible grounded actions at the current step.
For instance, grab(?x−fruit) can be grounded into grab(mango),
grab(bananas) and other possible specific actions. y[1:n−1] stands
for grounded action node sequences at previous n − 1 time steps.
hlm calculates the probability of generating one possible grounded
action given the texts of task and all previously grounded actions.
The detailed probability calculation for each grounded action by the
LM can be seen in Equation (7).

P = γ
(
Tx, Tȳ[1:n−1]

;Tyn

)
(7)

where γ denotes the language model for generating the next action.
In detail, the texts of the task Tx and previous actions Tȳ[1:n−1]

serve as the input, and we acquire the probability of LM generating
a grounded action Tyn .

We then use heuristic values to guide the logical graph search. As
illustrated in Figure 3, the graph search algorithm moves towards the



task goal and the heuristic value guides the node selection. In de-
tail, we first select the target task type node (yellow nodes) which
has the highest semantic similarity with the current task text. Then,
we start from the source node (blue node) and set it as the current
node. At each step, we calculate the heuristic values of all succes-
sor nodes from the current node. For instance, the heuristic value of
Action 1 is v0 + p0 + q0 + l0, which corresponds to four heuristics
defined in Equation (2). The nodes with the highest heuristic values
(green nodes) are selected as the current nodes and grounded into
action(instance). The node selection continues until reach the tar-
get task type node. Finally, we concatenate all grounded actions and
output the generated instructional texts.

Logical Graph SearchHeuristic Value Computation
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Figure 3. An example of domain-specific logical graph search

3.4 Language model training and logical graph
optimization

The generated instructional texts from logical graphs internalize do-
main logic. Together with label instructions, we thus use generated
instructional texts to guide language model training. The trained lan-
guage model also guides the logical graph search. In this sense, log-
ical graphs and language models guide each other to learn domain
logic and make policies.
Specifically, each input to the language model is comprised of task
description x and label instructional text ŷ. Since both label instruc-
tions and generated instructional texts contain domain logic, we de-
fine the cross-entropy loss function L(θ) as follows:

L(θ) = −H
(
f(ytype

[1:t] ), f(y[1:t])
)
−H

(
f(ŷ[1:t]), f(y[1:t])

)
(8)

where L(.) is the loss function.H(.) stands for the cross entropy be-
tween two vectors. f(.) is the embedding function. ŷ[1:t] is the label
instructions and y[1:t] is the generated texts from language model.
We use the above loss function to update parameters by stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) [19]. In this sense, the parameters of lan-
guage model are updated to make the language model internalize
logic contained in both label instructions and generated instructional
texts from the logical graph. The trained language model then guides
the logical graph search. In this way, language model and logical
graph guide each other and better internalize domain logic.

3.5 Overview of our Logical-GLM

The overall algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. We first initialize
parameters θ of the language model randomly (Line 1). After that, we
use the processed annotated task tuples Φ =< x, ŷ > to construct a
logical graph (Line 2). We then search the logical graph to generate
instructional texts under the guidance of the language models (Line

5). After that, we update parameters θ of the language model by op-
timizing L(θ) (Line 6). We repeat the above procedure until the stop
requirement is satisfied and output the language model parameters θ.

Algorithm 1 EM-style Optimization Algorithm
Input: Annotated task tuples Φ =< x, ŷ >
Output: Logical Probability Graph and well-trained language
model

1: Initialize parameters θ of the language model randomly;
2: Construct the logical graph using annotated task tuples Φ =<

x, ŷ >;
3: for iteration← 1...R do
4: Randomly Pick annotated tasks < x, ŷ >;
5: Generate instructional texts by logical graph search with lan-

guage model guidance (Equation (3));
6: Update θ using both annotated task tuples and generated in-

structional texts (Equation (8));
7: end for
8: return θ

4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed model, we investigate
the textual reasonability, executability and correctness of generated
texts. To evaluate the executability, we need an environment where
textual interactions are supported. Most existing embodied environ-
ments except VirtualHome are unsuitable. We thus choose Virtual-
Home as our environment [20].

In total, there are 5048 pieces of available instructional texts for
202 different tasks. A vivid example can be seen in Figure 4.We di-
vide the tasks into training tasks and testing tasks with a ratio of 3:1.
In detail, all instructional texts of 152 tasks are taken as training data,
and texts of the remaining 50 tasks as testing data.

<Task>

Set up table

<Generated Actions>

Step 1: Walk to dining room

Step 2: Walk to cupboard

Step 3: Find cupboard

Step 4: Open cupboard

Step 5: Find plate

Step 6: Grab plate

Step 7: Find plate

Step 8: Grab plate

Step 9: Find table

Step 10: Walk to table

Step 11: Put plate on table

Step 12: Put plate on table 

<Task>

Write an email

<Generated Actions>

Step 1: Walk to home office

Step 2: Find computer

Step 3: Turn to computer

Step 4: Look at computer

Step 5: Walk to computer

Step 6: Find chair

Step 7: Sit on chair

Step 8: Find keyboard

Step 9: Grab keyboard

Step 10: Find mouse

Step 11: Grab mouse

Step 12: Type on keyboard

Figure 4. An example of training data

4.2 Baselines and Criteria

Baselines We consider the following large language models to
characterize the performance of our Logical-GLM even with quite
a low parameter amount.

1. Vanilla GPT2 family: GPT2 is a transformers model pre-trained
on a very large corpus of English data. Given the task, Vanilla
GPT2 can generate corresponding instructional texts. In detail, we
take the Chain-of-Thought(CoT) method to prompt GPT2. The



task description and history actions are taken as input and GPT2
generates the next action. We use the pretrained GPT2-small,
GPT2-medium, GPT2-large and GPT2-xl with 124M, 355M,
774M, and 1.5B parameter amounts, respectively.

2. fine-tuned GPT2 family: We finetune the pre-trained GPT2 fam-
ily using the same label texts as Logical-GLM for fair compari-
son. In detail, we follow the CoT method to generate training data,
where the texts of task description and history are labeled with the
next action.

3. ChatGPT(GPT-3.5): ChatGPT is an artificial intelligence chat-
bot developed by OpenAI which owns a 175 billion parameter
amount. As the latest milestone in interactive large language mod-
els, ChatGPT has exhibited human-level performance on various
professional and academic benchmarks.

4. GPT4: GPT4 is a multimodal large language model which owns a
1.8 trillion parameter amount. GPT4 is more creative and collab-
orative than ever before. Compared with previous models which
include GPT-3.5, GPT-4 has better human-like conversations and
provides more accurate results.

5. SayCanPay: SayCanPay is a model that combines the power of
LLMs and heuristic planning by leveraging the world knowledge
of LLMs and the principles of heuristic search [21]. In detail, the
SayCanPay model leverages the world knowledge of Say model
and train Can and Pay models using expert data. After that, it uses
greedy search and beam search to generate actions. Thus, we re-
train the can and pay models and then test using greedy search and
beam search, separately.

Evaluation Criteria Specifically, we follow Huang et al. [22] to
define the executability and correctness. In addition, we use BLEU
and ROUGE from the NLP field to evaluate the reasonability of gen-
erated texts.
Executability measures whether all actions in an action plan satisfy
the common-sense constraints of the environment. Specifically, each
action (e.g. grab milk from the fridge) can be executed only if the
corresponding pre-conditions (e.g. the fridge is open) are satisfied.
One script is executable if and only if all preconditions of actions in
the script can be satisfied. Then, we calculate the average proportion
of executable scripts among all generated scripts for executability.
Correctness evaluates whether one script can ensure the task com-
pletion. The complex task often contains one or more goal states that
require to be satisfied, which is difficult to judge by automation met-
rics. Thus, we ask human evaluators to judge whether one script has
the correct logic and completes the given task by their experiences.
Then, we calculate the proportion of correct scripts among all gener-
ated scripts for correctness.

Unlike embodied environments like the OFFICEWORLD domain
and Montezuma’s Revenge domain [23, 24], the ambiguous nature of
natural language task description makes it hard to find a perfect stan-
dard for the correctness of generated instructions. Referred to Huang
et al. [22], we thus commit human evaluation to measure whether the
generated instructions ensure the task completion from human com-
mon sense. We randomly select 20 tasks in the testing datasets. Then
we invite 50 human annotators to measure whether the generated in-
structional texts are correct. The correctness rate of generated texts
is calculated by averaging the correctness ratio from different human
annotators.
BLEU measures the similarity between generated texts and refer-
ence texts based on n-gram (Equation (9)) [25]. In detail, BLEU de-
tects the common segments with different lengths between generated
texts and reference texts. The 1-gram BLEU detects the same word

and evaluates how many redundant words the generated instructions
have. The n-gram (≥ 1) detects textual segments and evaluates how
the generated actions submit to actions in label texts.

BLEUn =

∑
c∈texts

∑
ngram∈c Countclip(ngram)∑

c′∈texts

∑
ngram′∈c′ Count (ngram′)

(9)

where texts represents the sentences in generated instructional texts.
Countclip(ngram) and Count (ngram′) denote the number of each
ngram and ngram′ from instructional texts appear in both and can-
didates, respectively.
ROUGE measures the similarity between generated texts and refer-
ence texts (Equation (10)) [26]. Different from BLEU, it can con-
sider the overlapping of n-gram, the longest common subsequence,
and weights of different words.

ROUGEn =

∑
c∈texts

∑
ngram∈c Countclip(ngram)∑

c′∈labels

∑
ngram′∈c′ Count (ngram′)

(10)

where labels represents the sentences in label texts.
Countclip(ngram) and Count (ngram′) denote the number of
each ngram and ngram′ from instructional texts appear in both and
only references, respectively.

In this paper, we do not consider the optimality of solutions, where
the optimal solution of a task is defined as the shortest action se-
quence that can ensure the task completion. This is because it is chal-
lenging to generate the optimal solution even in AI Planning. Thus,
the expert data we use are often inoptimal and may contain redun-
dant actions. Limited by such training data, it is hard to ensure the
optimality of solutions.

4.3 Experimental Results

Our experiments evaluated the text quality and practicability of gen-
erated instructional texts. We will examine our Logical-GLM in
the following aspects:

1 We first evaluate Logical-GLM on classic NLP metrics like
BLEU and ROUGE, which measures the precision and recall of
generated instructional texts with label texts and reflects the text
quality and reasonability to some degree.

2 We then evaluate Logical-GLM on executability and correct-
ness of instructional texts. We judge the executability and correct-
ness by the completion of the task and human, respectively.

3 Additionally, we evaluate the effects of language model guidance
on Logical-GLM by modifying training epochs and evaluating
the generated instructions.

4 We adjust the weights of different heuristic values in graph search.
We aim to see the impacts of heuristic values and find the optimal
hyperparameter pair.

5 Shorter instructional texts often have higher executability, which
may disturb the evaluation of text quality. To validate the robust-
ness of our model, we finally evaluate the executability of gener-
ated instructional texts with varying program lengths.

6 Finally, we commit a case study by analyzing instructional texts
of one specific task generated from Logical-GLM and all base-
lines.

Text quality of generated instructional texts
The BLEU and ROUGE score of generated instructional texts

with label texts can reflect the text quality to some degree. In detail,
we leverage ground truth instructional texts provided by [22]. We



then compare BELU and ROUGE score among Logical-GLM and
all fine-tuned baselines. Table (1) shows BLEU and ROUGE results
from different language models. From Table (1), we can observe
that our Logical-GLM outperforms all baselines and achieves
state-of-the-art performance on both BLEU and ROUGE score with
the least parameter amount, which demonstrates the reasonability
and submissiveness to label texts of our generated instructional texts.

Table 1. The comparison of BLEU and ROUGE score.Model Parameter BLEU ROUGE

Logical-GLM 35.3M 0.40 0.26
Tuned GPT2-small 124M 0.05 0.17

Tuned GPT2-medium 355M 0.05 0.15
Tuned GPT2-large 774M 0.05 0.16

Tuned GPT2-xl 1.5B 0.04 0.17
SayCanPay (Beam) 218M 0.04 0.15

SayCanPay (Greedy) 218M 0.03 0.16

Executability and correctness of generated instructional
texts

The final goal of our Logical-GLM is to complete tasks in so-
phisticated open environments. We thus compare the executability
and correctness of generated instructional texts. In this experiment,
executability indicates each action from instructional texts is effec-
tive and feasible. We judge correctness by humans and it implies
instructional texts can ensure the completion of tasks. Specifically,
we use the same questionnaires as Huang et al. [22], but we take the
average correctness of evaluated tasks over all human evaluators for
each model. The results together with the average program lengths
are shown in Figure 5. Considering the great expenses of human eval-
uation, we randomly pick 20 tasks from evaluated tasks for human
evaluation. In Figure 5, we see that our model performs better than all
comparison models including ChatGPT. It is not surprising because
our Logical-GLM generates instructional texts based on domain-
specific logical graph. Also, we note that GPT2-small has the high-
est executability among all models except our Logical-GLM. The
reason we believe is that the program length of instructional texts
from GPT2-small is quite small than all other models and shorter
instructional texts tend to have higher executability. In comparison,
the program length of instructional texts from our Logical-GLM is
between those of GPT2-medium and GPT2-large but still performs
better than almost all comparison models. Moreover, it can be ob-
served that the fine-tuned GPT2 generates unexecutable instructional
texts even if the original GPT2 small produced some executable out-
put. We attribute this to that the scarce training data and finetun-
ing LLMs may damage the safety strategies of LLMs. Note that
GPT4 gets higher correctness but lower executability compared to
our Logical-GLM. The higher correctness is not surprising be-
cause GPT4 has 1 trillion parameters and the enormous training cor-
pus accidentally contains the required world knowledge known by
humans. However, GPT4 may lack the required strict domain logic,
resulting in lower executability. Moreover, our Logical-GLM sur-
passes both the beam search and greedy search of SayCanPay. The
reason we believe is that SayCanPay essentially internalizes domain
logic using language models, which calls for sufficient expert data.
Intuitively, our Logical-GLM works better for generating instruc-
tional texts when domain-specific training data is scarce.

Influence measure of language model guidance
To evaluate the effects of language model guidance on
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Figure 5. Quality measure of instructional texts.Logical-GLM, we vary the training epochs of language models for
different quality of language model guidance. We compare generated
texts from Logical-GLM on evaluated tasks with varying quality
of language model guidance. As shown in Figure 6(a), both the
BLEU score and ROUGE score rise first and then decline with the
improvement of training epochs. The same trend of executability
with varying quality of language models is also depicted in Figure
6(b). The early rising trend shows that our language model guidance
influences Logical-GLM and higher training epochs indicate
better guidance. Although higher epochs indicate better language
model guidance, we should note that overlarge training epochs result
in over-fitting, which illustrates the latter declining trend. Note that
the over-fitting is unavoidable since our lightweight Logical-GLM
applies to domains with few expert samples. Thus, we divide the
expert data into training data and validation by the ratio 8:2 and we
leverage the effects of validation samples to break off training in
advance. In Figure 6(b), we also see that the executability is still
high at epoch 0. This is not surprising because our Logical-GLM
is also guided by bayes heuristic value, which contains domain logic.
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(b) Executability

Figure 6. The text quality trends with varying epochsExecutability with respect to various hyper-parameters
To see the impact of different hyper-parameters, we evaluate the

executability of generated instructional texts on evaluated tasks with
respect to different weights of heuristic values(i.e., w1, w2, and w3

in Equation (2)). The detailed heatmap about how hyper-parameters
influence executability is depicted in Figure 7. We can fix the value
of one axis and study how executability changes with another axis
value. In most cases, we can see that executability of generated in-
structional texts drops with w1 increasing. A big value of w1 means
to focus on generated instructional text length and thus ignore text



logic. When w3 : w2 = 100 : 1, the executability of generated texts
is the highest for the same w1 : w2. The reason we believe is that the
heuristic value hlm(.) is much smaller than hbayes(.). The hlm(.)
can have considerable effects as hbayes(.) only when the weight of
hlm(.) is much higher than that of hbayes(.).
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Figure 7. The heatmap of executability with different hyper-parametersControllable program length study
We next evaluate controllable program length ability of our model

and the performance with regard to the answer length. Since the
graph search uses the expected program length as heuristic guid-
ance, the program length of generated instructions is human con-
trollable. In Figure 8, we see that the program length (blue lines)
truly changes with different program length. However, the gener-
ated program length change is not obvious. The small change range
is because the training instances for constructing the logical graph
have short program lengths and there exist no long paths in the
logical graph. To validate the robustness of our Logical-GLM,
we also compare executability of generated program length as the
expected program length changes. From purple lines in Figure 8,
we can observe that the executability soars as the program length
increases. In the future, we hope to construct logical graph with
longer paths and further explore the program length robustness of
our Logical-GLM.
Case study on task "Watch movie"

To vividly demonstrate the difference between generated instruc-
tional texts from different language models, we design an experiment
to analyze the outputs of Logical-GLM and other language mod-
els. In detail, we choose ChatGPT and both Vanilla and fine-tuned
GPT2-xl which has the higher parameter amount among GPT2 fam-
ily. We sample the task "Watch movie" and demonstrate instructional
texts from different models in Figure 9. It is intriguing to note that
our model can handle the task well.

From Figure 9, we can observe that both our Logical-GLM and
ChatGPT can generate reasonable instructional texts relevant to the
given task, which indicates that our Logical-GLM can achieve
comparative performance as ChatGPT with the guidance of domain-
specific logical graph. It is obvious that the instructional texts gen-
erated from our Logical-GLM are also simple and have higher
consistency between sentences. Moreover, We can observe that both
Vanilla GPT2-xl and Finetune GPT2-xl generate much more sophis-
ticated texts which lack consistency between sentences and include
many non-critical objects in the specific task.
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Figure 8. The robustness of our model for varying expected program length

(a) Instructions generated by Logic-GLM (b) Instructions generated by ChatGPT

(c) Instructions generated by Vanilla GPT2-xl (d) Instructions generated by finetune GPT2-xl

<Task>

Watch movie

<Generated Actions>

Step 1: walk to home_office,

Step 2: walk to couch,

Step 3: find couch,

Step 4: sit on couch,

Step 5: find remote_control,

Step 6: grab remote_control,

Step 7: find television,

Step 8: switch on television,

Step 9: turn to television,

Step 10: watch television

<Task>

Watch movie

<Generated Actions>

Step 1: Select a Movie

Step 2: Prepare the Viewing Area

Step 3: Get Snacks and Drinks

Step 4: Set Up the Equipment

Step 5: Adjust Audio and Subtitles

Step 6: Silence Your Phone

Step 7: Press Play and Enjoy

Step 8: Take Breaks if Needed

Step 9: Discuss or Reflect

<Task>

Watch movie

<Generated Actions>

Step 1: download the file from here.

Step 2: open it in vlc and play it.

Step 3: go to settings, add a new video 

player (or use your existing one) and 

select \"open

Step 4: click on the \"play\" button.

Step 5: you should see this screen: 

Step 6: click on the \"play\"again.

Step 7: you will be able to watch the 

movie now!

<Task>

Watch movie

<Generated Actions>

Step 1: download the file from here.

Step 2: open the file in a text editor and 

search for \"c:\\program files\\microsoft

office\\office

Step 3: rename the file to something like 

\"office_2013_x64.exe\" or whatever you 

want ……

Step 10: open up the file again and look 

for the line that says \"c:\\program 

files\\microsoft office

Figure 9. A case study on task "Watch movie"5 Related Work

Along with rapid advances in language models, there has been a
greater interest in uncovering the reasoning abilities of such models
[27, 28, 29]. The research on reasoning includes two parts. A signif-
icant part of this progress is to extract logical rules from texts using
language models. For example, Cresswell et al. [30, 31] use extracted
rules to construct domain models for planning. Also, Huang et al.
[22] directly uses the pre-trained large language models for generat-
ing logical instructional texts. Li claims that large language models
possess simple reasoning abilities [32]. With respect to AI planning,
there have been lots of works on integrating AI planning with natu-
ral language processing (c.f. [33, 34, 35]). Large language models,
however, fail to reason in some special or sophisticated scenes [5]. In
this work, we aim to combine language models with AI planning for
augmenting the logical reasoning abilities.

A variety of works have been studied in capturing domain logic
and augmenting the reasoning abilities of models [36, 37, 38]. Song
et al. [39, 40] represent domain logic with knowledge graph and then
guide the text generation. Also, Zhang et al. [41] use a graph to rep-
resent relationships between events and personas for persona-guided
text generation. Similarly, our approach leverages both AI planning
and graph structure for quick domain knowledge capturing. However,



the graph structure and language models in our approach guides each
other to make logical policies in specific environments.

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a novel approach Logical-GLM to gen-
erate logical skeletons which can be infused into language models
with the smallest training expenses. In detail, the language model and
logical graph guide each other to internalize the domain logic. In ad-
dition, the search process generates skeletons according to heuristic
values and indirectly explains the policy of language models to gen-
erate texts. We show that our Logical-GLM can be used in novel
scenes of the same domain. The generalizability of the lightweight
model towards scenes of different domains deserves further explo-
ration. In the future, it would be interesting to investigate the in-
tegration of planning model learning [42, 43] and plan recognition
techniques [44, 45, 46] for interpretably generating instructions of
high-quality.
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